Planning for Coastal Air-Sea Interaction
Studies in CoPO
Abstract
A number of observational programs have been carried out on the
United States continental shelf to describe coastal-ocean circula-

tion with emphasis on mesoscale processes. In several of these

studies the atmosphere was found to play a central role in determining the coastal circulation through either local or remote forcing. Because of these results, the Coastal Physical Oceanography

(CoPO) planning effort has designated three coastal air-sea inter-

action areas to focus on in a national program to study the physical

processes on the continental shelf. These areas are shelf fronto-

genesis, interaction of stable layers with topography, and forcing
by severe storms. The long-term objective of the air-sea interaction

component of C o P O is to better understand the structure, dynam-

ics, and evolution of the various mesoscale and synoptic-scale

processes that significantly affect coastal/shelf circulation through

air-sea interactions. Within this body of knowledge will be an
improved quantification of the air-sea exchanges of dynamically

important quantities set in the framework of mesoscale and syn-

optic-scale processes.

1. Introduction
Physical processes operating in coastal waters are important to the American people, the majority of whom
live near coastlines. No aspect of science or management of the coastal ocean can be approached intelligently without an understanding of them. Materials
may be transported hundreds to thousands of miles
from their points of origin, or may be injected by
currents that are geographically complicated and vary
rapidly in time. These materials also may be dispersed by eddying currents and small-scale turbulence, and can be deposited through complicated
boundary-layer processes. Determining where oil slicks
will go, or how pollutants disperse, requires a knowledge of these currents and mixing processes. An improved understanding of the chemical and biological
processes of coastal regions requires an understanding of these physical motions as well.
A broad group of United States coastal physical
oceanographers, including a few representatives from
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other oceanographic disciplines, met for 3 days in
January 1988 at Gulf Park, Mississippi. This group
strongly endorsed the development of a coordinated
plan for cooperative efforts in coastal oceanography,
a plan which would provide guidance for their joint
work for the next decade and beyond. To begin the
planning process, the group formed the Coastal Physical Oceanography organization (CoPO) (Brink 1988).
A scientific steering committee for C o P O was elected
at the Gulf Park meeting and charged with continuing
the planning process begun there.

Working sessions on several topics convened at the
Gulf Park meeting, one of which considered air-sea
interactions in coastal regions. The outcome of that
working session, which w e refer to as the Coastal AirSea Interaction (CASI) Working Group, is reported
here. Seven smaller, specific working groups were
appointed by the steering committee during 1989 to
continue the efforts of the Gulf Park sessions. Workshops were scheduled to occur during the latter half
of the year. O n e such group is the C o P O Air-Sea
Interaction Working Group, an outgrowth of the Gulf
Park CASI Working Group. W e intend to present results from the 1989 workshop in a similar report in
the near future. The CASI working group discussions
from the Gulf Park meeting are summarized in the
following sections.

2. Background
A number of observational programs have been carried out on the United States continental shelf to describe coastal ocean circulation with emphasis on
mesoscale processes. In several of these studies, such
as Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE), Organization and Persistence of Upswelling Systems
(OPUS), and Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment
(GALE), the atmosphere was found to play a central
role in determining the coastal circulation through
either local or remote forcing. It was observed that
two categories of atmospheric forcing are of central
importance: 1) coupled oceanic/atmospheric processes, and 2) forcing by extreme atmospheric events.
These two categories of processes were the main topics of the CASI working group; they are described
briefly here.
O n e of the most exciting results to emerge from the
Vol. 77, No. 4, April 1990
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programs mentioned above is the realization that important ocean/atmosphere coupling mechanisms exist in coastal regions, through which the ocean can
exert a modifying role on the dynamics governing the
atmosphere. Following this modification the atmosphere may force the ocean in a manner dependent
upon the nature of the modification, thereby causing
a "feedback" to the ocean itself. Two examples illustrate this point: Along the East Coast, sea-surface
temperature fronts can generate shallow fronts in the
atmosphere. Under suitable conditions, these fronts
can strengthen and generate a wind field characterized by a substantial curl. That wind field can then
drive the ocean circulation on the shelf (Lee et al.
1989; Riordan 1990). Off the West Coast, the atmosphere immediately over the water has properties
(i.e., temperature, moisture) which differ markedly
from those of the free atmosphere above. This results
in a very stable "marine layer" because the marinelayer air is denser than the overlying air. This allows
the marine layer to act as a single-layer, reducedgravity flow, permitting disturbances (e.g., Kelvin
waves and gravity currents) to propagate along the
interface, and stationary flow patterns governed by
hydraulics to develop within the layer (Beardsley et
al. 1987; Dorman 1987; Winant et al. 1988). This is
especially true when the coastal orography is higher
than the marine-layer thickness. The resulting dynamics govern the strength of the wind field in the
marine layer, and, in turn, the wind field governs the
coastal circulation, either directly or remotely by generating coastal-trapped waves. These interactions may
not only be characteristic of the United States continental shelf, but are thought to occur commonly in
many shelf environments.
Extreme atmospheric events strongly force the
coastal ocean. Ocean currents and waves generated
during such events may dominate the transport processes on the shelf and the exchange processes with
the estuarine and deep ocean systems during the
events. It is possible for the results of these events to
determine the net transports and exchanges over the
long term (Gray and Overland 1986). Of particular
interest in this class of events are rapidly developing
atmospheric storms (Sanders and Gyakum 1980),
characterized by periods of rapid change (e.g., the
passage of a strong atmospheric front), during which
there may be rapid changes in air-sea exchanges of
momentum, heat, and moisture (Bane and Osgood
1989; Blatnon et al. 1989). Air-sea exchanges under
such circumstances occur during nonequilibrium wave
conditions, so the fluxes of various properties are difficult to quantify, thereby contributing to difficulties
in obtaining a quantitative understanding of the oceanic
response—either through observations or models.
In its deliberations, the CASI working group felt

there exists a compelling need to further understand
and clarify the role of these and other mechanisms
through which the coastal oceans and atmosphere
interact. A consensus immediately emerged regarding two issues. First, C o P O should include consideration of atmospheric forcing from the outset. In
particular, experiments which provide equal intellectual content to oceanographers and meteorologists
are likely to teach us the most about the coastal environment. Second, in order for progress to be made
in quantifying air-sea fluxes, attention had to be devoted to the various processes which make up the
mesoscale processes, rather than to develop further
statistical or empirical correlations between more easily observed parameters and their fluxes. In other
words, one must first understand the structure and
physics of the atmospheric/oceanic phenomena, then
look within the structures to quantify the air-sea exchanges of dynamically important properties, and determine the oceanic effect in terms of circulation,
transport, and exchange. This approach will provide
a) an understanding of the coupled processes responsible for important air-sea exchanges, rather than simply a p a r a m e t e r i z a t i o n of air-sea fluxes; b) a
determination of coherent scales of circulation in both
media; c) knowledge of how they interact to establish
transport in the coastal environment; and d) an improved understanding of the climatology of coastal
areas utilizing existing and future databases.

3. Relation to CoPO objectives
The C o P O Steering Committee has defined CoPO's
goal as follows: "To develop a quantitative understanding of the processes which, on time scales of
hours to years, dominate the transfer of matter, momentum, and energy across the continental margin."
To understand the atmospherically driven cross-margin transport and exchange processes, the scales that
characterize the atmospheric forcing, and the processes responsible for those scales must be determined. The examples previously cited demonstrate
that particularly in the coastal zone, the atmosphere
and the ocean often act as a coupled system. In many
of the most important cases, insofar as use of the
coastal zone is concerned, the practice of simply describing the forcing imposed by the atmosphere on
the ocean through bulk formulae is overly simplistic
because it neglects the possible feedback mechanisms by which the coastal ocean can affect the atmosphere.

Any substantial effort aimed at describing and understanding coastal circulation will have to address
the fact that fluxes between the two media are almost
never directly observed. Empirical formulations relate
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the usually observed variables, such as wind speed,
temperature, and humidity, to the fluxes. There is no
universal acceptance of these empirical formulations
since they represent parameterizations of, at best,
poorly understood processes. Additionally, the horizontal scales associated with these processes—usually smaller than the scales resolved in atmospheric
models or forecasts—are sometimes unknown.

4. Implementation
Experimentation in the areas discussed in section 3
would result in a quantum jump forward in our understanding of the air-sea interaction processes that
significantly affect coastal circulation. The working
group concluded that a number of process-oriented
experiments can be defined that would build on our
present state of knowledge, and that comprise the
requisite next step in furthering our understanding and
predictive capability in the coastal zone. Programs
designed to address these subjects are discussed
briefly below.
a. Shelf

frontogenesis

The process of atmospheric shelf frontogenesis, and
its subsequent effect on the coastal ocean, has been

observed in limited detail over the continental shelf
of the eastern United States and Gulf of Mexico. It
occurs mostly during the winter due to the existence
of strong sea-surface temperature fronts at that time
(figure 1). Several observations of very strong lateral
wind shear, due to shelf frontogenesis, were made
during the GALE project in early 1986, leading to the
realization that such modifications to the surface-level
wind field have a rapid feedback effect on the coastal
ocean.
The initial observational program to study shelf
frontogenesis should concentrate on three geographical regions: the Mid-Atlantic bight, the South Atlantic bight, and the Gulf of Mexico. The sea-surface
thermal structure is sufficiently different in these regions that the frontogenetic properties, such as spatial
scales, rates of occurrence, relation to particular atmospheric events, etc., will likely differ. The program
should consist of the following: a) an extensive array
of closely spaced surface measurements from meteorological buoys and subsurface measurements from
moored current and temperature sensors; b) detailed
marine atmospheric boundary-layer measurements
from aircraft, to determine the spatial and temporal
properties of the atmospheric fronts; and c) a satellitemeasurement component to determine the sea-surface temperature field and atmospheric processes on

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the development of shallow atmospheric fronts above sharp sea-surface temperature gradients over the
continental shelf in the wake of a cold-air outbreak. This process, referred to as "shelf frontogenesis" by the C o P O Coastal Air-Sea
Interaction (CASI) working group, has been observed to lead to wind-speed gradients associated with the shallow fronts, which, in turn,
force the coastal waters in a complex fashion. Shelf frontogenesis has been identified by the CASI group as one of the important topics
for research in C o P O . (Note: G S F is Gulf Stream front; and MSF, mid-shelf front.)
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scales larger than those measured by the moored instrument and aircraft programs.
b. Interaction

of stable layers with

topography

The short-term goals are to determine surface winds
and marine-layer topography in detail over the inner
100 km along the West Coast during the summer.
Regions of irregular topography are especially important; it has been observed in a few such regions
that significant changes can occur in the marine layer
with spatial scales as small as a few tens of kilometers
(see figure 2). Pilot surveys are suggested in the following regions: Ft. Bragg, California, to central Oregon; Pt. Reyes to Pt. Sur, California; and Baja California. The southern California bight is a relatively
well-known area because of the number of operational stations, special sounding stations, and special
focus studies (e.g., pollution studies) located there.
A first-order indicator of the oceanic response to the
marine-layer variations is sea-surface temperature
variation determined from satellite measurements. Internal variations that are not as easily observed, such
as the mesoscale eddies observed near the shelf break
during the Ocean Prediction through Observation,
Modeling, and Analysis ( O P T O M A ) program, must
be measured with in situ moored sensors or repeated
ship and aircraft surveys.
Longer-term studies during the summer should aim
at determining surface-wind and marine-layer topography (i.e., inversion height) climatologies. Shipbased surface-wind climatology exists for 1° squares,
but this is insufficient spatial resolution. Inversion-

height measurements from a small number of cruises
and from detailed studies within the southern California bight need to be updated and extended. These
climatologies should be developed for the inner 500
km between Oregon and Baja California. At a single
location, inversion height may be determined with a
pair of automated pressure, temperature, and moisture-measurement stations, one at sea level and one
on a hill or mountainside above the inversion. Alongshore spacing of such station pairs should be 100200 km. As these measurements are made, meteorological information should be collected in order to
determine the relationship between synoptic-scale
conditions and marine-layer variations. Monitoring
sea-surface temperature variations with satellites will
provide first-order oceanic response information.
c. Coastal

circulation

driven

by severe

storms

Severe storms influence many continental shelf areas
during the winter, and, to a lesser extent, in the summer. Regional differences exist, with storms that make
landfall dominating the picture from California to
Alaska, and extratropical cyclones progressing from
the continent to the East Coast marine area. Tropical
cyclones, including hurricanes, may affect any part
of the shelf during summer and autumn months, and
may produce prolonged periods of strong wind forcing, as compared with their extratropical counterparts. Ocean-atmosphere heat exchanges are generally smaller in these storms as well. Occasional periods of blocked atmospheric high-pressure systems
can also create extended periods of high wind stress

FIG. 2. A three-dimensional eastward-looking perspective of the marine layer off the West Coast of the United States as observed
during C O D E in July 1982. The expansion wave and hydraulic jump in the flow within the marine layer o w e their existence to the airsea interactions, which determine the temperature, and consequently the stability, of the marine layer, and the coastal mountain
orography. The wind-speed variations, caused by the expansion wave and hydraulic jump, give spatially complicated wind-stress
patterns at the ocean's surface. (Figure from Winant et al. [1989].)
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FIG. 3. Satellite photograph of the Gulf of Alaska in winter. As a low-pressure system approaches the coast, strong, cold ageostrophic
winds exit the fjords and continue across the continental shelf, as indicated by the low-level cloud streets. These winds merge with the
synoptic flow either gradually, as in this case, or with a frontal feature. Such coastal wind systems influence coastal-ocean circulation
through increased wind stress and wind-stress curl. (Figure from Gray and Overland [1986].)
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over the shelf.
Recent wintertime measurements off the East Coast
during GALE have shown that the response time
of shelf currents is sufficiently short that dramatic
changes in shelf-circulation patterns can be driven by
rapid changes in strong wind forcing, such as those
caused by the passage of a strong atmospheric front.
Along the East Coast, such current variability will influence interactions between the shelf circulation and
the Gulf Stream (South Atlantic bight) or the Slope
Sea currents (Mid-Atlantic bight). The storms that make
landfall along the western United States coast can
similarly drive short time-scale current variations,
which may have important interactions with coastal
and shelf topography. Along the southern Alaska and
western Canada shelf the coastal mountain orography
can impede a storm's progress, which can result in
intensification of storm winds over the shelf (figure
3), thus "amplifying" the importance of winter storms
in that particular region. Between storms, the West
Coast marine layer undergoes a reestablishment that
brings a return of the conditions discussed above.
Intensive observational studies, such as the GALE
program, will be required to gather data on the spatial
and temporal scales necessary to understand the detailed ocean response to such storms. Because these
storms exist in several coastal environments, each will
require individual attention to determine the manner
in which the basic processes combine to produce the
observed oceanic circulation. The episodic nature of
the atmospheric events and the short time scales within
the events require flexible and responsive observational methods. Due to limited routine over-water
meteorological measurements, aircraft techniques are
recommended for such studies.
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6. Benefits of a national program
The requirements are great for an observational program of sufficient scope and intensity to resolve the
important scales that characterize the oceanic and
atmospheric processes discussed here. Direct measurements must be made from fixed instrument arrays, and from ships and aircraft, and the capability
to process a large amount of remotely sensed data
has to be in place. This may be efficiently done within
the framework of a national program providing for
the acquisition, deployment, and repositioning of facilities throughout all areas to be studied. As one
component, the air-sea interaction studies would interface with, complement, and extend the other observational studies in the program.
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